
SAS® Intelligent Decisioning 5.4: 
What’s New

Key Features
SAS Intelligent Decisioning 5.4 runs on SAS Viya 3.5. New features and enhancements enable you to 
do the following:

n add Equals, Range, and LIKE multi-branch nodes to a decision

n enable performance logging for decisions that are run on the Micro Analytic Score service

n trace how variable values change as a decision test executes

n use a subdecision to score the rows in a data grid

n use the DATAGRID_MULTISORT function to sort a data grid based on the values in one or more 
columns

n copy and paste the content of specific versions of decisions, rule sets, lookup tables, treatments, 
and treatment groups

n delete specific versions of decisions, rule sets, and lookup tables

n control whether published rule sets and decisions use updated versions of lookup tables without 
republishing rule sets or decisions

n change the version of a rule set or subdecision that is used in a decision in the Properties pane 
for the node

n generate PDF documentation for decisions, rule sets, lookup tables, and treatment groups

n view, edit, and manage custom code files from the new Code Files category view

n use custom code files to submit SQL queries to a Google BigQuery database

n build custom data query files in SAS Studio

n use macro variables in SAS Studio data query files to pass input data to a decision node

n validate SQL and DS2 code files

n edit the description of code file nodes in a decision

n publish a decision with the new %DCM_PUBLISH_DECISION macro



n add data quality functions to rule expressions

n activate treatment groups in multiple SAS Micro Analytic Service destinations

n duplicate treatment attributes

n add treatment attributes from another treatment

n copy rules between rule sets

n duplicate variables in a rule set or decision

Add Multi-Branch Nodes to Decisions
SAS Intelligent Decisioning 5.4 supports three new types of branching nodes:

Equals
associates branch paths with specific values of the branch variable

Ranges
associates branch paths with ranges of values of the branch variable

LIKE
associates branch paths with LIKE expressions

With Equals and LIKE branches, you can also combine paths using the OR operator.

For more information, see “Adding Branches to a Decision” in SAS Intelligent Decisioning: User’s 
Guide.

Note: Condition nodes have been renamed Yes/No branches on the Decision Flow tab in the 
decision editor.

Enable Performance Logging
The includeLoggingInGeneratedCode configuration property enables performance logging for 
decisions that run in the Micro Analytic Score service. The logger records total execution time for the 
decision and individual times for each node, except for branch and condition nodes.For more 
information, see “Enabling Performance Logging” in SAS Intelligent Decisioning: Administrator’s 
Guide.

Trace Variable Values
The Enable value tracing option for decision tests enables you to capture the values of decision 
variables as they change while the decision test executes. When you select this option, SAS 
Intelligent Decisioning generates an output data grid variable that records the value of decision 
variables for each node in the decision. For more information, see “Enabling Value Tracing” in SAS 
Intelligent Decisioning: User’s Guide.
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Score Data Grids by Using a Subdecision
The Score rows in this data grid option is available when you are mapping variables for a 
subdecision. For more information, see “Map Object Variables to Decision Variables” in SAS 
Intelligent Decisioning: User’s Guide.

Copy and Delete Versions
You can copy the content of specific versions of decisions, rule sets, lookup tables, treatments, and 
treatment groups. You can paste that content into other objects of the same type.

You can configure the application to enable users to delete specific versions of decisions, rule sets, 
and lookup tables. For more information, see “Properties for All Environments” in SAS Intelligent 
Decisioning: Administrator’s Guide.

Update Lookup Tables without Republishing
The lookupStaticBinding configuration option enables you to specify whether published content uses 
new versions of lookup tables. For more information, see “Properties for All Environments” in SAS 
Intelligent Decisioning: Administrator’s Guide and “Content Executed by Published Decisions” in SAS 
Intelligent Decisioning: User’s Guide.

Note: The lookupStaticBinding option does not affect content that is run inside the database.

Activate Treatment Groups in Multiple 
Destinations
The activation.destinations configuration option enables you to specify the SAS Micro Analytic 
Service publishing destinations in which treatment groups are activated. When you activate a 
treatment group, it is activated in all of the destinations that are listed in this option. For more 
information, see “Configuration Properties” in SAS Intelligent Decisioning: Administrator’s Guide.
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Change Object Versions in Decisions
For rule sets and subdecisions, you can change the version of the rule set or subdecision that is used 
by a decision. The Properties pane for rule sets and subdecisions now has a Version field that 
enables you to change the version of the object. For more information, see “Add an Existing Object” 
in SAS Intelligent Decisioning: User’s Guide.

Generate PDF Documentation
You can generate PDF documentation for decisions, rule sets, lookup tables, and treatment groups. 
When you generate documentation for a decision, you can choose to include the decision diagram 
and the code for custom code nodes. You can also choose to download additional documents for any 
rule sets, treatment groups, and subdecisions that are used in the decision. When you generate PDF 
documentation for rule sets, you can choose to download documents for the lookup tables that are 
used in the rule set.

Manage Custom Code Files
In the Code Files category view, you can create and manage Python, DS2, and data query files. 
When you create a new data query file, you can choose to edit the file in the SQL editor or in SAS 
Studio. You can edit, delete, duplicate, rename, and move the code files between folders. You can run 
basic validation tests for DS2 and SQL files. For more information, see “Using Custom Code Files” in 
SAS Intelligent Decisioning: User’s Guide.

Performance and Memory Enhancements
SAS Intelligent Decisioning has reduced the number of microservices that are required to execute a 
decision, the size of generated DS2 packages, and the memory required for modules that are 
deployed to SAS Micro Analytic Service. SAS Intelligent Decisioning also takes advantage of new 
data grid functionality that is available with SAS Micro Analytic Service to reduce both the memory 
and the response time needed to work with data grids. For more information about SAS Micro 
Analytic Service, see SAS Micro Analytic Service: Programming and Administration Guide.
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